Degeneration of chronic intertrigo into squamous cell carcinoma
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Squamous cell carcinoma is the second carcinoma of the skin after basal cell carcinoma, which is known to have a poorer prognosis due to its lymphophilic character with frequent lymph node and visceral metastases [1,2]. Several precancerous lesions, genetic and acquired, are providers, including irritations and inflammatory chronic mucocutaneous conditions, as shown by the clinical case of a 65-year-old woman, diabetic on oral antidiabetics, with a history of recurrent mycotic intertrigo, who consulted for a swelling of the fourth and fifth toes evolving for more than 3 months and resistant to usual treatment. A dermatological examination found a tumefied, ulcerated, slightly necrotic and bleeding intertrigo in contact with the fifth right inter-toe space, and an onychodystrophy of a mycotic appearance (Figs. 1a and 1b). Popliteal and inguinal lymph nodes were free. A histological study of a cutaneous biopsy favored moderately differentiated squamous cell carcinoma. A paraclinical extension assessment was reassuring. The patient was subsequently referred for plastic surgery. In conclusion, the prevention of this type of cancer involves the treatment and correct and early management of precancerous conditions, including chronic inflammatory conditions of the skin.
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